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Our Legacy Our Tomorrow Campaign

The $20 Million Our Legacy, Our Tomorrow Campaign will ensure 

the continued ability of the Shevchenko Foundation to make 

strategic, relevant and sustainable investments in support of high-

quality projects creating or popularizing Ukrainian culture. This 

national fundraising campaign will focus on four strategic areas: Arts, 

Education, Community Development, and Heritage.

The visual arts are a powerful tool for communication beyond 

the spoken word, engaging viewers through painting, drawing, 

printmaking, installation, sculpture, book works, performance art, 

photography, and electronic media. The Shevchenko Foundation 

is committed to advancing the work and careers of emerging and 

respected artists within the rich palette of the Canadian experience.

Visual Arts Goals 

• Decrease the Granting Gap (difference between amount 

requested and amound granted)
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Recent Grant Highlights

Another Story About Hyphenating 

Hawrylak, Oksana

Babtsia 

Kleban, Olenka

The Grandmother I Never Knew  

Korpan, Iryna

Artists Exchange Program 

Kosa Kolektiv

Natalka Husar: Burden of Innocence Art Exhibit 

MacKenzie Art Gallery Inc

Art Exhibition: 120th Anniversary of Ukrainian Settlement in 

Canada   

Ukrainian Association of Visual Artists of  Canada

Please Support the
Our Legacy Our Tomorrow Campaign

We are counting on you to make this campaign a reality. We believe 

the Shevchenko Foundation’s strong and capable supporters, and 

all Canadians who celebrate diversity, will join together to ensure the 

community’s bright and sustainable future. Your support of the Our Legacy 

Our Tomorrow Campaign will make a lasting impact in the community.

Message from the Honorary Co-Chair

The Shevchenko Foundation is a great 

source of pride and should be credited 

for the excellent work it does in the name 

of Taras Shevchenko, the iconic Ukrainian 

cultural and national figure. The Foundation 

makes transformational investments in the 

arts, culture, education, and community 

development, allowing all Canadians to enjoy 

the richness of Ukrainian culture.

As the preeminent Ukrainian philanthropic body in Canada, the 

Shevchenko Foundation contributes to the strength of Ukrainian identity 

and helps shape Canada into a home for diverse and vibrant communities, 

a benefit to all Canadians.

The Shevchenko Foundation’s reputation of professionalism and 

prominent role in the community is recognized by  thousands of individual 

donors and supporters for 50 years and by the Canadian government, 

entrusting the Foundation in the management of the Canadian First 

World War Internment Recognition Fund’s $10 million endowment.  

By giving to the Shevchenko Foundation you are funding many 

initiatives by artists, educators, performers, community organization and 

cultural associations that together make a difference in the lives of all 

Canadians and Ukrainians. I encourage you to join me in supporting this 

crucial work and in building a sustainable future for our community.

– James C. Temerty, C.M.

Honorary Co-Chair, Our Legacy Our Tomorrow Campaign


